Global Scholars
Request of Course Qualification

Name of Requestor ________________________________________________

Date of Request    ____________________________________________________________________________

College of Charleston (CofC) Course   ___yes    ____ no

  If 'yes', should this course inventoried for GS program?   ___yes    ____ no

  If 'no', what university offered/offers the course ____________________________________________________________________________

Course Number and Title____________________________________________

Course Description (from catalog)

In your estimation, this course meets the Global Scholars criteria because it focuses on
(check all that apply):

  __ a foreign culture or phenomenon
  __ international/intercultural communications, relations, or transactions
  __ global themes or conflicts

For administrative purposes only:

Approved by __________    Date of Approval   _________  Date Inventoried________

Please email form to Rene Mueller (muellerr@cofc.edu) or Joe Weyers (weyersj@cofc.edu)